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CLOZE TEST-1
 The things which (1) not feasible to be 

computed in a (2) amount of time has 
now moved in the (3) category. Most (4) 
results have come in the field of space, 
astronomy, cognition, biotechnology 
and data science.Technology is changing 

at an (5) speed. It is not as (6) about the 
amount and quality (7) data that we are 
(8) to collect but also (9) the extraction 
of hidden information in that data. New 
jobs for Data Scientist and Machine 
Learning Engineers has become the 
(10) paying jobs of today.

Q.1. (A) were (B) has   
(C) was (D) is

Q.2. (A) forced (B) given

 (C) fully (D) source

Q.3. (A) feasible (B) doubly  
(C) unpractical (D) all

Q.4. (A) unique (B) remarkable 
(C) surprising (D) importance

Q.5. (A) shocking (B) homely  
(C) astonishing (D) trending

Q.6. (A) much (B) most  
(C) many (D) enough

Q.7. (A) for (B) in   
(C) off (D) of

Q.8. (A) thinking (B) able  
(C) forced (D) decided

Q.9. (A) about (B) on   
(C) into (D) huge

Q.10. (A) high (B) higher  
(C) highest (D) lowest

CLOZE TEST-2
 When I say you (1) free, I mean 

that you are (2). You cannot transfer 
responsibility to (3) else. You are alone; 
(4) you do, it is your (5). You cannot say 
that somebody (6) forced you to do it, 
(7) you are free, nobody can (8) you. 
Because you are free, it is your (9) to do 

CLOZE TEST

DIRECTION
In the following passage there are blanks each of which has been numbered. These numbers are 
printed below the passage and against each four words have been suggested, one of which fits the 
blanks appropriately. Find out the appropriate word in each case.
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something or (10) to do something.
Q.1. (A) were (B) are   

(C) feel (D) make
Q.2. (A) innocent (B) credulous  

(C) responsible (D) fake
Q.3. (A) anybody (B) everybody  

(C) some (D) other
Q.4. (A) which (B) whatsoever  

(C) all (D) work
Q.5. (A) responsibility (B) activity
 (C) doing (D) working
Q.6. (A) else (B) other   

(C) person (D) had

Q.7. (A) otherwise (B) because  
(C) still (D) but

Q.8. (A) attach (B) make  
(C) force (D) support

Q.9. (A) decision (B) mind   
(C) team (D) activity

Q.10. (A)  not (B) all   
(C) finish (D) or

CLOZE TEST-3
 The new generation is (1) by digital 

devices from the time they (2) out 
from their mother’s (3). The previous 
generation is not able to (4) the cultural, 
social and behavioural changes that are 
(5) and evolving continuously. With the 
(6) of social media, digital currency, 
Internet of things and robotics; the 

paradigm of life in (7) sphere is 
changing. A big responsibility (8) with 
the social scientists to understand this 
(9) and prepare the population (10) a 
smooth changeover.

Q.1. (A) attracted (B) surrounded 
(C) bound (D) forced

Q.2. (A) land (B) put   
(C) go (D) pull

Q.3. (A) lap (B) womb  
(C) home (D) habitant

Q.4. (A) comprehends (B) support
 (C) understand (D) manage
Q.5. (A) happening (B) foraging
 (C) thwart (D) profound
Q.6. (A) help (B) onslaught
 (C) craze (D) mendacity
Q.7. (A) all (B) few   

(C) some (D) every
Q.8. (A) lies (B) attach  

(C) carry (D) comes
Q.9. (A) interior (B) aura  

(C) hazardous (D) change
Q.10. (A) for (B) or   

(C) in (D) of

CLOZE TEST-4
 People (1) on (2) about freedom (3) 

what they really (4) is not (5) freedom; 
they want irresponsibility. They ask (6) 
freedom but deep down, (7), they ask 
for (8) and licence. The world is not (9) 
because people are not (10). So, when I 
say freedom, I mean, be responsible. 

Q.1. (A) go (B) come   
(C) kept (D) are

Q.2. (A) using (B) talking  
(C) discussed (D) thinking

Q.3. (A) yet (B) otherwise  
(C) seldom (D) but

Q.4. (A) want (B) think  
 (C) desires (D) acquired
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Q.5. (A) same (B) exactly
 (C) mainly (D) sincerely
Q.6. (A) in (B) on 
 (C) for (D) without
Q.7. (A) consciously (B) habitually 
 (C) forcefully (D) unconsciously
Q.8. (A) irresponsibility 
 (B) responsibility  
 (C) support 
 (D) money
Q.9. (A) free (B) rich  

(C) tired (D) responsible
Q.10. (A) sincere (B) mature  

(C) immature (D) prosperous

CLOZE TEST-5
 Next technology that has (1) even (2) 

momentum to these changes is ‘deep 
learning’. It employs (3) intelligence, 
cognition skills, nanotechnology, 
computational skills and robotics to 
create (4) age products and applications 
(5) the society. Driverless cars, 
sophisticated medical robots (6) can act 
as surgeons, Computer reporters and 
robot warriors are few (7) examples 
of this technology. We now have the 
machine which (8) make new musical 
compositions for you (9) was thought to 
be a unique skill only (10) to god-gifted 
individuals.

Q.1. (A) provided (B) unique  
(C) directed (D) promoted

Q.2. (A) many (B) more   
(C) much (D) most

Q.3. (A) critical (B) wise  
(C) artificial (D) greatest

Q.4. (A) such (B) costly   
(C) cheap (D) new

Q.5. (A) for (B) in   
(C) to (D) from

Q.6. (A) which (B) who  
(C) they (D) though

Q.7. (A) visible (B) top  
(C) highest (D) odd 

Q.8. (A) did (B) had   
(C) that (D) can

Q.9. (A) into (B) for   
(C) which (D) who

Q.10. (A) support (B) available
 (C) demand (D) intricate

CLOZE TEST-6
 When there is no God, there is (1) 

responsibility on your shoulders; if there 
is God, he can (2) your responsibility, 
you can throw your responsibility (3) 
Him. You can say: it is you (4) have made 
the world, it is you who have made me 
in this way. It is you who is finally (5), 
not me. How can I be (6) responsible? 
I am just a creature and you are the (7). 
Why have you put (8) of (9) and sin in 
me? You are responsible. I am (10).

Q.1. (A) fabulously (B) tremendous  
(C) no (D) all

Q.2. (A) share (B) decrease

 (C) augment (D) pacify

Q.3. (A) to (B) on   
(C) for (D) over
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Q.4. (A) which (B) whom  
(C) whose (D) who 

Q.5. (A) responsible (B) lazy
 (C) accused (D) unaccountable
Q.6. (A) final (B) ever   

(C) ultimately (D) some
Q.7. (A) father (B) Creator
 (C) credible (D) superman

Q.8. (A) grains (B) everything  
(C) force (D) seeds

Q.9. (A) corruption (B) population
 (C) power (D) surprise
Q.10. (A) responsible (B) free   

(C) nothing (D) son

CLOZE TEST-7
 It is not only the change (1) ‘the rate 

of change’ also that is (2) as we are 
moving forward in the journey of 
human (3). All will (4) that the (5) 
prominent contribution has come (6) to 
the widespread use (7) Internet, digital 
and computational technologies. Due to 
the ever-increasing speed of processing 
of digital computation, solutions (8) the 
new problems (9) becoming (10).

Q.1. (A) and (B) but   
(C) or (D) that

Q.2. (A) increasing (B) demolishing  
(C) maintained (D) augments

Q.3. (A) nature (B) behavior
 (C) discovery (D) evolution

Q.4. (A) think (B) agree  
(C) forage (D) calculate

Q.5. (A) most (B) same  
(C) people (D) savagely

Q.6. (A) other (B) on  
(C) due (D) order 

Q.7. (A) on (B) as   
(C) for (D) of

Q.8. (A) to (B) in   
(C) from (D) of

Q.9. (A) have (B) more   
(C) are (D) highly

Q.10. (A) feasible (B) important
 (C) famous (D) productive

CLOZE TEST-8
 As I cross the bridge over the Narmada 

canal, the landscape (1) to morph from 
fields to fallow land with just an odd 
smattering of vegetation. By the time I 
(2) Sami taluka in North Gujarat’s Patan 
district, the land appears (3) denuded 
and encrusted with salt.

 This district receives no more than 650 
mm of annual rainfall, compressed into 
a few days. And when it does rain, the 
farmland (4) inundated with water (5) 

the impermeable layer of saline soil 
prevents water from percolating. For 
the rest of the year, marginal and small 
farmers face a drought-like situation: 
borewells, ponds, check dams and 
canals prove inadequate sources of (6).
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 In the midst of this dreary landscape is 
Mubarakpura village, a (7) oasis with 
a blanket of green (8) wheat, cumin 
and dill fields. It is hard to (9) that 
just 12 years ago, the farmland here 
was a barren stretch during winter and 
waterlogged in monsoon.

 With me is Biplab Ketan Paul, an 
Ahmedabad-based innovator whose 
irrigation system, bhungroo (‘straw’ 
or ‘hollow pipe’ in Gujarati), based on 
rainwater harvesting, has revolutionised 
the (10) of farmers here.

Q.1. (A) starts (B) play   
(C) arises (D) begins  

Q.2. (A) decided (B) enter   
(C) came (D) reach

Q.3. (A) distinctly (B) surly   
(C) noisily (D) clear  

Q.4. (A) has (B) gets
 (C) had (D) is
Q.5. (A) to (B) such  

(C) as (D) for
Q.6. (A) spray (B) sprinkling
 (C) thwart (D) irrigation
Q.7. (A) vegetable (B) malleable  

(C) unable (D) veritable
Q.8. (A) from (B) towards  

(C) of (D) on

Q.9. (A) believe (B) consider  
(C) think (D) decide

Q.10. (A) house (B) lives   
(C) resident (D) locality

CLOZE TEST-9
 The government’s efforts to focus on 

the welfare of farmers in the Union 
Budget is (1). However, in a zero-sum 
situation such as budget allocation, the 
government (2) finds itself trying to (3) 
between short-term results and long-
term benefits. Short term results might 
come with loan waivers and increase 
of Minimum Support Price (MSP), but 
care should be (4) to address the sector’s 
competitiveness in a global scenario.

 By taking a quick fix path, the 
government might be squandering 
its budget on suppressing symptoms 
instead of administering a cure. I 
believe the long-term cure will be in 
the form of policies that (5) a boost 
to credit growth, crop insurance, drip 
irrigation, warehousing, mechanisation 
and availability of skilled farm labour. 
This will help the farmer more than 
double his income in the long run. (6), 

there certainly are a few hits and a few 
misses:

 The target for agricultural credit has 
been (7) to Rs. 11 lakh crore from 
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Rs. 10 lakh crore last year. This will 
empower farmers with much-needed 
funds to procure agricultural inputs in 
a timely manner. The Finance Minister 
has announced Rs. 2,000 crore for (8) 
of agricultural market infrastructure to 
link 22,000 local rural markets to the 
electronic national agriculture market 
platform. This will definitely help 
prevent undue (9) that creates stress for 
farmers.

 Labour, a basic component of agriculture 
is becoming difficult. Last year, the 
Union Budget had an allocation of Rs. 
48,000 crore for MNREGA. It is said 
that this year’s budget may increase 
it to Rs. 60,000 crore. This scheme 

would provide long-term benefit if the 
labour force is tied up to assist farmers 
overcome scarcity in farm labour, the 
absence of which is forcing (10) to give 
up on agriculture altogether.

Q.1. (A) profitable (B) admirable  
(C) unbelievable (D) poor

Q.2. (A) often (B) has  
(C) never (D) although

Q.3. (A) find (B) manage  
(C) alter (D) choose

Q.4. (A) applied (B) give 

 (C) taken (D) fulfilled

Q.5. (A) provide (B) forage  
(C) prohibit (D) supports
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Q.6. (A) yet (B) because
 (C) owing (D) condemning
Q.7. (A) decreased (B) increased 

(C) given (D) maintained
Q.8. (A) improve (B) augmented  

(C) amalgamation (D) development
Q.9. (A) futility (B) forage   

(C) volatility (D) finish
Q.10. (A) many (B) much   

(C) most (D) more

CLOZE TEST-10
 The Budget announced that the 

minimum support price (MSP) is to be 
fixed (1) 1.5 times of all input costs to 
protect the farmer. Care should be taken 
not to give too drastic an (2), which will 
render the commodity uncompetitive 
in global markets and unaffordable to 
mill owners. This might (3) the farmer 
adversely (4) prices have to be corrected 
in the future.

 The Finance Minister has launched 
‘Operation Green’, and allocated Rs. 
500 Crore to promote farmer producer 
organisations and agri-logistics 
associations. While it is a good measure, 
the amount allocated is quite meagre for 
a country of our size.

 Enhancement of mechanisation, drip 
irrigation and crop insurance should be 
encouraged given that climate change 
and global warming will effect output 
negatively. But (5), there has been no 
mention of it in the 2018 Budget.

 It is heartening to hear that 100% 
deduction will be allowed to farmer 
producer registered companies having 
Rs. 100 crore as turnover irrespective 
of profit. This, along with new policies 
that will be announced to address 
procurement, demand and forecast, 
will give the much-needed impetus to 
improve farmers’ incomes.

 The agriculture sector gives employment 
to 50% of the total workforce and (6) 
17-18% of the country’s GDP. On 
announcement of the Union Budget 
2018, agriculture sector stocks surged 
with the slew of initiatives for the rural 
sector, including liberalising exports of 
agri commodities.

 However, based on the line of thinking 
that long-term competitiveness is (7) 
than short-term relief, this Budget is 
(8) a mixed bag. While the impetus 
given to agricultural credit and rural 
infrastructure is laudable, I think 
the Budget could have been truly 
progressive had it not put (9) much 
focus on the regressive policy of MSP.

 In future Budgets, I hope the 
government shifts even more towards 
forward-looking policies that boost the 
competitiveness of the agro-industry, 
and (10) long-term growth in farmers’ 
income and quality of life.

Q.1. (A) on (B) at   
(C) for (D) to

Q.2. (A) increase (B) switch  
(C) investment (D) engage

Q.3. (A) effect (B) control  
(C) affect (D) treacherous

Q.4. (A) although (B) but   
(C) if (D) nevertheless

Q.5. (A) surprisingly (B) calculatedly 
(C) savagely (D) fiercely

Q.6. (A) snatches (B) takes  
(C) support (D) contributes

Q.7. (A) better (B) wider  
(C) smaller (D) topper

Q.8. (A) sure (B) gauge  
(C) haunt (D) definitely

Q.9. (A) so (B) too   
(C) all (D) many

Q.10. (A) score (B) secure  
(C) dodge (D) cajole 
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CLOZE TEST-11
 The Indian Biscuit Manufacturers’ 

Association has (1) for a reduction in 
the GST rate on biscuits to 12% (2) the 
current 18%, arguing that biscuits are 
mass consumption products that are (3) 
consumed by the poor.

 “Biscuit manufacturers, (4) in the SME 
sector, are hard hit (5) of unjustified 
imposition of Goods & Services Tax 
(GST) at a very high rate of 18%,” the 
IBMA said in a release. “The (6) in the 
industry has started to stagnate since the 
imposition of the 18% GST and there 
is urgent need to bring (7) GST rate to 
12%.”

 “Biscuits are a common product of (8) 
from a rickshaw puller to a low-wage 
labourer in search of hygiene, energy, 
nutrition (9) a low cost,”

 “Similar food products are subject 
to lower GST rates, such as sweets, 
processed dry fruits, tea, juice, namkeen, 
jam, noodles, pasta, tomato ketchup (10) 
GST at 18% is imposed on biscuits,” 

Q.1. (A) told (B) called  
(C) formed (D) duped

Q.2. (A) between (B) during  
(C) among (D) from

Q.3. (A) mostly (B) creativity
 (C) widely (D) everywhere 
Q.4. (A) are (B) especially 
 (C) only (D) purely
Q.5. (A) because (B) all   

(C) although (D) other
Q.6. (A) enhancement (B) growing
 (C) development (D) growth
Q.7. (A) down (B) up   

(C) in (D) on
Q.8. (A) used (B) taken   

(C) consumption (D) expenditure
Q.9. (A) on (B) to   

(C) at (D) with

Q.10. (A) all (B) when  
(C) while (D) otherwise

CLOZE TEST-12
 While the need to aspire for moksha is 

(1) by seers, the path isn’t clear to most 
of us. Karma yoga, bhakti yoga and 
jnana yoga seem too difficult for (2) of 
us. But even for those (3) of complicated 
observances, chanting of His names 
cannot be difficult. And what (4) 
recitation of His names can there be than 
the thousand names of the Supreme One 
contained in the Vishnu Sahasranama, 
recited by Bhishma to Yudhishthira? 
Chanting the Sahasranama is a simple, 
(5) effective way of worship. The 
Vishnu Sahasranama turns the spotlight 
on His qualities, (6) distinguish Him 
as the Supreme One. The Sahasranama 
also shows the qualities He displayed 
when He took avataras. When the 
Lord descended to the earth, He was 
accessible to the humblest of people. 
As Rama, He befriended monkeys. As 
Krishna, He (7) cows with the Gopas and 
danced with the Gopikas. Kooratazhvan, 
in his Athimanushya stavam, marvels at 
the simplicity of Krishna, who allowed 
Yasoda to tie Him up. Nammazhvar 
swooned when he thought of this 
incident.

 So the avataras that point to His 
simplicity are (8) with in the Vishnu 
Sahasranama, recitation of which is 
a simple way to reach His feet. It is 
simplicity that both His avataras and 
the Sahasranama have in common. Adi 
Sankara wrote a commentary for the 
Sahasranama. Parasara Bhattar wrote 
a commentary from the Visishtadvaitic 
perspective. It is said that Madhvacharya 
wrote a commentary where he gave 
hundred meanings for (9) name of the 
Lord. This commentary is lost. But 
Satyasanda Tirtha, a later Acharya of the 
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Madhva school of philosophy, wrote a 
commentary and this is available.(10), 
there are commentaries for the Vishnu 
Sahasranama from all the three major 
schools of philosophy.

Q.1. (A) stressed (B) comfortable 
(C) tinted (D) reduced

Q.2. (A) some (B) every   
(C) most (D) none

Q.3. (A) all (B) neither  
(C) incapable (D) effective

Q.4. (A) support (B) better  
(C) happens (D) creates

Q.5. (A) but (B) notwithstanding 
(C) nevertheless (D) first

Q.6. (A) who (B) into  
(C) when (D) which

Q.7. (A) given (B) helped   
(C) grazed (D) took

Q.8. (A) please (B) dealt 
 (C) filled (D) decorated
Q.9. (A) each (B) all   

(C) most (D) few
Q.10. (A) So (B) Other 
 (C) As (D) Thus

CLOZE TEST-13
 The researchers tested 20 different 

configurations of denticle sizes, rows 
and row positions on airfoils (1) a 
water flow tank. They found that in (2) 
to reducing drag, the denticle-shaped 
structures significantly (3) lift, acting 
(4) high-powered, low-profile vortex 
generators.

 Cars and planes are (5) with these small, 
passive devices designed to alter the air 
flow (6) the surface of a moving object 
to make it more aerodynamic. Most 
vortex generators in the field today (7) 
a simple, blade-like design.

 “These shark-inspired vortex generators 
achieve lift-to- drag ratio improvements 

of up to 323 per cent compared to (8) 
airfoil without vortex generators.” 
“With these proof of concept designs, 
we have (9) that these bioinspired vortex 
generators have the (10) to outperform 
traditional designs.”

Q.1. (A) after (B) inside  
(C) out (D) into

Q.2. (A) addition (B) to 
 (C) order (D) catering
Q.3. (A) dipped (B) switched
 (C) eliminated (D) increased
Q.4. (A) as (B) to   

(C) though (D) from
Q.5. (A) destroyed (B) maintained 
 (C) equipped (D) took off
Q.6. (A) on (B) over   

(C) above (D) under
Q.7. (A) have (B) did   

(C) do (D) complete
Q.8. (A) an (B) the  

(C) a (D) few
Q.9. (A) domed (B) forage  

(C) stimulate (D) demonstrated
Q.10. (A) power (B) potential  

(C) coward (D) huge

CLOZE TEST-14
 The proposed Outward Direct 

Investment (ODI) policy (1) contain 
provisions to make it easy for (2) Indian 
firms, envisioning ambitious plans 
to transform themselves into multi-
national companies (MNC), to go global 
and (3).

 Approval requirements and other (4) 
would be simplified in a manner (5) 
would encourage ‘internationalisation’ 
of Indian companies. (6), sources, privy 
to the developments, also said the ODI 
policy was (7) to tighten regulations to 
(8) round-tripping structures, (9) funds 
are routed by India-based companies 
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into a newly formed or existing overseas 
subsidiary and then brought back to 
India to circumvent regulations here. 
They said the Reserve Bank of India 
(RBI) and the Finance Ministry (tax 
department) were concerned (10) such 
structures.

Q.1. (A) has (B) is   
(C) shall (D) may

Q.2. (A) many (B) all   
(C) little (D) more

Q.3. (A) developed (B) diminish 
(C) debonair (D) expand

Q.4. (A) norms (B) difficulty
 (C) problem (D) issues
Q.5. (A) who (B) where   

(C) when (D) that
Q.6. (A) However (B) still  

(C) due (D) during
Q.7. (A) supported (B) believe  

(C) expected (D) damaged
Q.8. (A) stops (B) prevent  

(C) give (D) take

Q.9. (A) that (B) has   
(C) where (D) why

Q.10. (A) on (B) about  
(C) for (D) of

CLOZE TEST-15
 As part of the proposed amendments in 

the Finance Bill 2018, the government 
has given more power to the Securities 
and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) to 
impose monetary penalties on (1) market 
intermediaries (2) as stock exchanges 
and clearing corporations and (3) act (4) 
newer categories of participants likes 
investment advisers, research analysts, 
real estate investment trusts (REITs) 
and infrastructure investment trusts 
(InvITs).

 The proposed amendments to the 
SEBI Act and the Securities Contracts 
(Regulation) Act now (5) the capital 
markets regulator to (6) a monetary 
penalty (7) at least Rs. 5 crore on stock 
exchanges, clearing corporations and 
depositories for non-compliance (8) 
regulatory norms.
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 The penalty can go (9) to Rs. 25 crore 
or three times the amount of gains made 
out of such failure or non-compliance. 
Hitherto, SEBI only had the power to 
(10) or warn against any form of failure.

Q.1. (A) useless (B) important  
(C) bad (D) specially

Q.2. (A) such (B) most   
(C) same (D) but

Q.3. (A) never (B) definitely  
(C) other (D) also

Q.4. (A) against (B) for   
(C) on (D) off

Q.5. (A) attenuate (B) allow  
(C) grants (D) confess

Q.6. (A) impose (B) dictate  
(C) forced (D) forget

Q.7. (A) off (B) to  
(C) on (D) of

Q.8. (A) without (B) from   
(C) with (D) onto

Q.9. (A) downward (B) there  
(C) some (D) up

Q.10. (A) censure (B) prevented
 (C) support (D) amend

CLOZE TEST-16
 Arjuna wants to know (1) form of 

meditation is better — meditation on 
the self, or meditation (2) the Lord. 
There are (3) problems in meditating on 
the jivatma. The jiva and the body are 
not one and the same, and we should 
keep this in mind. So, when a person 
begins to (4) on the jivatma, where will 
he place his focus — on the body or the 
atma? Obviously, he should place his 
focus on the jivatma. But that is not so 
easy as it (5). Many of us get confused 
and think both body and jivatma are the 
same. 

 A jivatma may assume any body — it 
can be an animal, or a deva or a human 
being. So, an atma cannot be categorised 

on the basis of the body it assumes. The 
jivatma is avyaktam — it cannot be 
comprehended (6) the sense organs. All 
we do know about it is that it controls 
the body. Every jiva controls the body it 
occupies. Beyond that we find it (7) to 
understand the atma. Whatever changes 
has movement. Or to put it differently, 
whatever moves also changes. That (8) 
does not move does not change. The 
atma moves from one body to another, 
and yet it is unchanging. So how can 
this be? The body is sthula — gross. But 
the atma takes a sukshma sareera and 
moves. Even though it is unchanging, it 
is hard to focus on it. The atma is aNu 
— minute. The Paramatma is vibhu — 
all pervasive. Extremes do not change. 
So, (9) the jivatma nor the Paramatma 
undergo changes. Because of all these 
factors, understanding the jivatma 
and focusing on it is difficult. Those 
who focus on the atma, with the full 
knowledge that it is the embodiment 
of jnana will reach the Supreme One, 
(10) those who focus on Him will reach 
His feet faster. In other words, it is far 
simpler to adore the form of the Lord to 
attain moksha.

Q.1. (A) whose (B) which   
(C) any (D) why

Q.2. (A) on (B) to   
(C) for (D) of

Q.3. (A) many (B) no   
(C) few (D) another

Q.4. (A) think (B) apply 

 (C) concentrate (D) meditate

Q.5. (A) look (B) sounds  
(C) seem (D) appear

Q.6. (A) though (B) throw  
(C) through (D) throughout

Q.7. (A) difficult (B) easy  
(C) difficulty (D) toughs
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Q.8. (A) who (B) some 
 (C) all (D) which
Q.9. (A) either (B) not  

(C) neither (D) course
Q.10. (A) but (B) and   

(C) some (D) still

CLOZE TEST-17
 There are some irritants in the current 

(ODI) norms. “For instance, if a holding 
company is used to make an investment, 
it may qualify (1) a core investment 
company/ non-banking financial 
company, and (2), not allowed to 
invest in non-financial services outside 
India.” (3), if the overseas business (4) 
bankrupt, approvals are required for (5) 
in value of more than 25%.

 As per Finance Ministry data, India’s 
ODI (6) 56.1% year-on-year from $6.8 
billion in 2014-15 (7) $10.6 billion in 
2015-16, and further up by 39.37% to 
$14.8 billion in 2016-1Q.7.Top ten ODI 
destination countries in FY’15, FY’16 
and FY’17 (8) Mauritius, Singapore, 
the U.S., the UAE, the Netherlands, the 
U.K, Switzerland, Russia, Jersey and 
British Virgin Islands. Cumulatively, 
these nations were the beneficiaries of 
84% or (9) of India’s ODI (10) each of 
those financial years.

Q.1. (A) as (B) for   
(C) in (D) similarly

Q.2. (A) yet (B) therefore  
(C) but (D) all

Q.3. (A) appoint (B) likewise 
(C) Also (D) further

Q.4. (A) held (B) pep   
(C) takes (D) goes

Q.5. (A) depletion (B) reduce  
(C) demolition (D) enhancement

Q.6. (A) came (B) rose 
 (C) diminish (D) raised
Q.7. (A) between (B) on   

(C) to (D) into

Q.8. (A) and (B) adding 
 (C) completed (D) included
Q.9. (A) more (B) other  

(C) same (D) neither
Q.10. (A) hatch (B) during 
 (C) when (D) among  

CLOZE TEST-18
 Mexico's Jesus lizard got (1) name from 

an unusual ability to run (2) water on 
its hind legs, its body semi-erect (3) its 
front limbs (4) in the air. The spiny-
tailed iguana and bearded dragon, too, 
are among lizards that can switch in an 
(5) from four- to two-footed locomotion 
when running — a skill thought to have 
evolved due to the need for speed.

 Scientists said bipedal lizard locomotion 
is nothing new. The fossilised footprints 
(6) a tiny iguana ancestor (7) in South 
Korea have revealed that lizards were 
already running around on (8) hind 
limbs 110 million years ago, when the 
dinosaurs (9) Earth.

 A professor of vertebrate palaeontology 
at Seoul National University, said 
he discovered 29 tracks, about two 
centimetres long and 1.5 cm wide, in a 
mudstone slab (10) out fossil-hunting in 
2004.

Q.1. (A) its (B) for
 (C) new (D) his
Q.2. (A) on (B) over   

(C) above (D) up
Q.3. (A) and (B) but  

(C) yet (D) or
Q.4. (A) hang (B) down  

(C) swing (D) dangling
Q.5. (A) instant (B) sumptuous 
 (C) pendulant (D) suspect
Q.6. (A) off (B) on   

(C) through (D) of
Q.7. (A) discovered (B) forage 
 (C) tendered (D) created
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Q.8. (A) there (B) its   
(C) their (D) his

Q.9. (A) ruled (B) living   
(C) burned (D) come

Q.10. (A) which (B) some   
(C) certain (D) while

CLOZE TEST-19
 Scientists have discovered a new 

(1) of spider entombed in chunks 
of amber from northern Myanmar. 
They described four specimens of the 
arachnid, called Chimerarachne yingi, 
that (2) a Cretaceous Period tropical 
forest (3) 100 million years ago (4) the 
dinosaur age.

 Alongside modern spider traits such as a 
silk-producing structure (5) a spinneret, 
it possessed a remarkably primitive 
feature: a whip-like tail covered in short 
hairs that it may have used for sensing 
predators and (6).

 “It is a key fossil (7) understanding 
spider origins,” said paleontologist 
Bo Wang of the Chinese Academy of 
Sciences. “Our new fossil most (8) 
represents the earliest branch of spiders, 
and implies that there was a lineage of 
tailed spiders that (9) originated in the 
Paleozoic (the geological era that ended 
251 million years ago) and (10) at least 
into the Cretaceous of Southeast Asia.”

Q.1. (A) seed (B) species  
(C) creation (D) generation

Q.2. (A) inhabited (B) live   
(C) had (D) was

Q.3. (A) round (B) across   
(C) on (D) about

Q.4. (A) during (B) between  
(C) to (D) in

Q.5. (A) pushed (B) pulled   
(C) haze (D) called

Q.6. (A) pray (B) animal  
(C) prey (D) person

Q.7. (A) for (B) from   
(C) on (D) up

Q.8. (A) more (B) likely  
(C) similarly (D) savagely

Q.9. (A) presumably (B) doubtfully  
(C) questionably (D) wildly

Q.10. (A) survived (B) handle  
(C) remain (D) touched

CLOZE TEST-20
 The Andromeda galaxy, our nearest 

large neighbour, is roughly the (1) size 
as the Milky Way, astronomers have 
(2), putting the “gravitational arms 
race to rest”. It had been thought that 
Andromeda was two to three times the 
size of the Milky Way, and that our own 
galaxy would ultimately be (3) by our 
supposedly bigger neighbour.

 However, the (4) research evens 
the score between the two galaxies. 
The study found the weight of the 
Andromeda is 800 billion times (5) than 
the Sun, on par with the Milky Way.

 We had thought there was one biggest 
galaxy and our own Milky Way was 
(6) smaller but that scenario has now 
completely (7). “It’s really exciting that 
we’ve been (8) to come up with a new 
method and (9) 50 years of collective 
understanding of the local group has 
been turned (10) its head.”

Q.1. (A) such (B) same  
(C) different (D) other

Q.2. (A) found (B) got  
(C) discovered (D) augmented

Q.3. (A) engulfed (B) consumed 
(C) uncovered (D) finished

Q.4. (A) last (B) latter   
(C) latest (D) lest

Q.5. (A) heavier (B) faster   
(C) greater (D) next

Q.6. (A) wholly (B) slightly  
(C) complete (D) slow
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Q.7. (A) differ (B) dry  
(C) engrossed (D) changed

Q.8. (A) able (B) unable  
(C) disable (D) capability

Q.9. (A) forcefully (B) singularly
 (C) beautifully (D) suddenly
Q.10. (A) on (B) to   

(C) in (D) from

CLOZE TEST-21
 The humble chickpea is (1) threat 

from climate impacts (2) as higher 
temperatures, drought and pests. 
Chickpeas (3) nutritious, versatile and 
is a dietary staple for millions of people 
(4) South Asia (5) Ethiopia.

 The key to (6) the chickpea could lie 
with a project cross-breeding domestic 
and wild varieties - found only in 
southeastern Turkey near the border 
with war-torn Syria - said a study 
published this week in the journal 
Nature Communications.

 Unlike domestic crops, (7) receive 
dedicated (8) in the form of (9) and 
pesticides, their wild relatives are able to 
(10) to changing conditions, according 
to scientists.

Q.1. (A) under (B) over   
(C) on (D) for

Q.2. (A) same (B) into   
(C) so (D) such

Q.3. (A) is (B) are   
(C) help (D) give

Q.4. (A) from (B) in   
(C) to (D) for

Q.5. (A) towards (B) to   
(C) in (D) on

Q.6. (A) destroy (B) saving   
(C) fertilize (D) blast

Q.7. (A) who (B) are  
(C) whom (D) which

Q.8. (A) care (B) work 
 (C) attendance (D) focus
Q.9. (A) grow (B) diminish
 (C) fertilisers (D) crop
Q.10. (A) adapt (B) surrender
 (C) temperate (D) troy

CLOZE TEST-22
 Harvard scientists have developed a new 

structure (1) by shark skin that could 
improve the aerodynamic performance 
of planes, wind turbines, drones and 
cars. The study published in the Journal 
of the Royal Society Interface sheds 
light (2) a decades-old mystery about 
sharkskin.

 Sharks and airplanes are not actually all 
that (3). Both are designed to efficiently 
move (4) fluid (water and air), using the 
shape of their bodies to (5) lift and (6) 
drag, researchers said. The difference 
is that sharks have about a 400 million- 
year head start on the design process, 
they said.

 “The skin of sharks is (7) by thousands 
and thousands of small scales, or 
denticles, (8) vary in shape and size 
(9) the body.” “We know a lot about 
the structure of these denticles - which 
are very (10) to human teeth - but the 
function has been debated.” .

Q.1. (A) motivated (B) learnt  
(C) supported (D) inspired

Q.2. (A) on (B) to   
(C) in (D) for

Q.3. (A) same (B) different  
(C) strong (D) loose

Q.4. (A) through (B) across   
(C) on (D) into

Q.5. (A) make (B) generate  
(C) encourage (D) take

Q.6. (A) enhance (B) lake
 (C) decrease (D) diminished
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Q.7. (A) covered (B) made  
 (C) created (D) developed
Q.8. (A) which (B) whose   

(C) has (D) those

Q.9. (A) all (B) in 
 (C) around (D) through
Q.10. (A) different (B) close
 (C) near (D) similar
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